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ABSTRACT 

This study is an interlanguage pragmatics study on IFL 
(Indonesian as a Foreign Language) learners in expressing request 
strategies. This study was conducted toanalyze the 
requeststrategies used by IFL learners and NSI (Native Speaker of 
Indonesia), then to find the differences of them by using qualitative 
approach.This study also was conducted toanalyze the 
politenessstrategies used in requests by IFL learners and NSI. 
Subjects of this study are fifteen IFL learners and fifteen NSI. Data 
for this study is elicited from therespondents through the Discourse 
Completion Task (DCT) whichconsisted of nine situations with 
different levels of status. Therespondents in each group are asked 
to write the expression ofrequests to complete the DCT. Their 
responses are collected to beanalyzed based on the 8-level 
Trosborg’s categories, and then also to be analyzed based on the 
politeness strategies by Brown and Levinson.  

The findings of the study show that most of the 
respondentsfrom the first group (IFL learners) utilized 
Conventionally Indirect (hearer-oriented condition) in theform of 
ability/willingness/ permission, followed by Direct request inthe 
form of imperatives, Combination Strategies, and Conventionally 
Indirect (speaker-basedcondition) in the form of needs/demands. 
But, the second group (NSI) mostly requested by using Direct 
request in the form of performative and imperative, followed by 
Conventionally Indirect (hearer-oriented condition) in theform of 
ability/willingness/ permission. It is also found that most of two of 
group participants used combination strategies of politeness in 
their requests. 

 

Key words: interlanguage pragmatic, request strategies, politeness 
strategies 
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ABSTRAK 

Penelitian ini merupakan studi pragmatik antarbahasa pada 
pembelajar IFL (Indonesia sebagai Bahasa Asing) dalam 
mengekspresikan strategi permintaan. Penelitian ini dilakukan 
untuk menganalisis strategi permintaan digunakan oleh peserta 
didik IFL dan NSI (asli Speaker dari Indonesia), kemudian untuk 
mencari perbedaan antara kedua kelompok tersebut, penelitian ini 
menggunakan pendekatan kualitatif. Penelitian ini juga dilakukan 
untuk menganalisis strategi kesantunan yang digunakan dalam 
permintaan oleh peserta didik IFL dan NSI. Subjek penelitian ini 
adalah lima belas pelajar IFL dan lima belas NSI. Data untuk 
penelitian ini diambil dari responden melalui Wacana Penyelesaian 
Tugas (DCT) yang terdiri dari sembilan situasi dengan berbagai 
tingkat status. Responden dalam setiap kelompok diminta untuk 
menulis ekspresi permintaan untuk menyelesaikan DCT. 
Tanggapan mereka dikumpulkan untuk dianalisis berdasarkan 8-
tingkat kategori dari Trosborg, dan kemudian juga akan dianalisis 
berdasarkan strategi kesantunan dari Brown dan Levinson. 

Temuan penelitian menunjukkan bahwa sebagian besar 
responden dari kelompok pertama (Pembelajar IFL) memanfaatkan 
permintaan secara tidak langsung (diorientasikan pada kondisi 
pendengar), yaitu strategi kemampuan / kemauan / izin, diikuti 
dengan permintaan langsung dalam bentuk imperatif, Strategi 
Kombinasi, dan permintaan secara tidak langsung (diorientasikan 
pada kondisi pembicara) dalam bentuk kebutuhan / tuntutan. Tapi, 
kelompok kedua (NSI) kebanyakan melakukan permintaan dengan 
menggunakan permintaan langsung dalam bentuk performatif dan 
imperatif, diikuti oleh permintaan secara tidak langsung 
(diorientasikan pada kondisi pendengar) yaitu strategi kemampuan 
/ kemauan / izin. Dalam penelitian ini juga ditemukan bahwa 
sebagian besar dari kedua kelompok peserta menggunakan strategi 
kombinasi kesantunan dalam permintaan mereka. 
 

Kata Kunci: pragmatik antarbahasa, strategi permintaan, strategi 
kesantunan 
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A. Introduction 

In language use, the relation between the user of the language and the 

context of communication is important. This relationship is considered in 

pragmatic competence. According to Bachman (1990: 89-90) pragmatics is 

concerned with the relationship between utterances and the acts or functions 

that speakers (or writers) intend to perform through these utterances, which 

can be called Illocutionary Force of utterances, and the characteristics of the 

context of language use that determine the appropriateness of utterances. 

The learners of a particular L2/ foreign language, also native speakers of 

another language may have a tendency to think that certain norms, strategies 

and phrases that are used in their native language to achieve a certain purpose 

which can also be employed in a translated form in their L2/ foreign language 

to achieve the same purpose of communication. The communication will be 

successful if there is positive transfer where the pragmatic 

norms/forms/strategies of the L1 and L2/ FL match and L1 knowledge can 

therefore be transferred to the L2/ FL. But, it will be different if the pragmatic 

norms/forms/strategies of the L1 and L2/ FL do not match and can therefore 

not be transferred to the L2/ FL or it called negative transfer. Since the notion 

of transfer became a central to the term interlanguage, finally the concept of 

that condition in particular is frequently focused on interlanguage pragmatics 

research is a definite one.  

One of domain in pragmatics is speech act. Searle (1990: 16) claimed that 

speaking a language is performing speech acts. By performing a speech act, 

people produce certain actions such as thanking, requesting, apologizing and 

complaining. Therefore, speech acts are important elements of communicative 

competence, and speakers of a language need to know how to carry out speech 

acts to function in communicatively appropriate ways. This significance of 
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speech acts has generated interest in research in certain aspects of speech acts 

in both first language and second language learning. 

As Fraser notes, requests are frequently performed in everyday life. In 

contrast to other speech acts, such as complimenting or complaining, learners 

cannot avoid making requests during their stay in the study abroad context as 

they will need to ask for information (e.g. when finding accommodation or 

looking for clarification on a particular point in a seminar), for goods (e.g. in a 

cafeteria) and possibly also for favors (e.g. from a flat mate for help with 

moving into their lodgings). Since the desired aim of the request utterance can 

involve a very diverse number of actions or things, the illocutionary force of 

requests can also vary greatly. The very fact that requests can involve a high 

number of different desired actions and also varying degrees of illocutionary 

force certainly contributed to the interest in this speech act. (Schaeur, 2009: 

25). 

In addition, the pool of potential interlocutors that speakers may need to 

make a request to is also rather large and may range from equal status 

individuals (e.g. friends, flat mates) to higher status individuals (e.g. landlady, 

professor). Thus, speakers first of all need to correctly judge the social 

distance between themselves and their hearers and then decide which 

linguistic forms are appropriate in each individual context before deciding on 

the wording of the actual request. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper refer to the 

‘high social stakes involved for both interlocutors in the choice of linguistic 

options’ in that respect and also note that ‘requests are face-threatening by 

definition Brown & Levinson: hearers can interpret requests as intrusive 

impingements on freedom of action, or even as a show in the exercise of 

power’. Consequently, making a high imposition request to a higher status 

interlocutor can be a rather complex endeavor for L2 learners, as they will 

need to correctly assess the contextual conditions of the situation and then 

choose the appropriate linguistic forms to express their request. Even if L2 

learners make the right judgments with regard to the context, selecting suitable 

linguistic forms to express themselves can be difficult for L2 learners because 
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of their own cultural background and possible L1 transfer and the range of 

forms that can be used to formulate a request. (Schaeur, 2009: 25) 

Theory about request strategy is stated by Trosborg (1995:192-204). There 

are four major categories of request. There are Indirect request consist of mild 

hint strategy and strong hint strategy. Conventionally indirect request consists 

of ability, willingness, permission, and suggestory formulae. Speaker based 

condition consists of statement speaker’s wishes and statements of speaker is 

need and demands. Direct requests consist of statement of obligation, 

performative and imperatives. 

1. Indirect Request 

Indirect request is hint strategy, while hint strategy consists of two sub-

strategies; there are mild hints and strong hints. In Mild Hints strategy, the 

requester can leave out the desired action clearly, but the requester’s wish 

can’t be partially mentioned, For example: I have to submit this task in five 

minutes (the speaker wants to borrow a guide book). While in Strong hint, 

the requester’s wish can be partially mentioned. The example of this sub-

strategy is: I have to submit this task in five minutes and I didn’t bring my 

guide book (the speaker wants to borrow a guide book) (Trosborg, 

1995:192). 

2. Conventionally Indirect (Hearer-Oriented Conditions)  

This category consists of two strategies, which are conventionally 

indirect (hearer-oriented conditions). According to Trosborg (1995: 197) 

Requests which are hearer-oriented illustrate that the hearer is in a position 

of control to decide whether or not to comply with the request. Because of 

this reason, requests of hearer-oriented are generally more polite than 

requests formulated on speaker-based conditions.  

a. The first strategy consists of Ability Statements, Willingness 

Statements, and Permission Statements. Ability Statements: Could you 

lend me your money?, Willingness Statements: Would you lend me 

your money?, Permission Statements: May I borrow your money? 

(Trosborg, 1995:198-200) 
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b. The second strategy consists of Suggestory Formulae. The example of 

Suggestory Formulae is How about if you lend me your money? 

(Trosborg, 1995:201) 

 

3. Conventionally Indirect (Speaker-Based Conditions)  

The next category is Conventionally Indirect (speaker-based 

conditions). This category make a speaker focus on speaker-based 

conditions, rather than intending hearer-oriented conditions. So the focal 

point of the interaction is making his or her own desires. Speaker-based 

condition has two strategies; there are Wishes or Desires Statements and 

Needs or Demands Statements. (Trosborg, 1995:201-203) 

a. Wishes or Desires strategy, the example is I would like to invite you in 

this discussion,  

b. Needs or Demands strategy, the example is I need to invite you in this 

discussion. 

4. Direct Request  

Direct Requests is the last category. Direct request means a speaker 

makes his or her request in explicit way. Direct requests have three 

strategies; (Trosborg, 1995:202) 

a. The first strategy is Obligation Statements, for example you must/ you 

have to go with me now. (Trosborg, 1995:202) 

b. Second strategy is performatives category, consist of Hedged 

Performatives and Unhedged Performatives, the example of hedged 

performative is I would like to ask you to go with me now and the 

example of unhedged performative is I ask you to go with me now. 

(Trosborg, 1995:203) 

c. The third strategy is Imperatives and Elliptical Phrases. Trosborg 

(1995: 204) stated that imperatives are the grammatical form directly 

signaling that the utterance is an order, while in Elliptical Phrases, a 

speaker only mentions the desired object that his or her means or 
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wants. The examples are, Imperatives: give me two pieces of paper. 

Elliptical Phrases: two pieces of paper, please. 

 

The rational actions people take to preserve both kinds of face, for 

themselves and the people they interact with, add up to politeness. Brown and 

Levinson also argue that in human communication, either spoken or written, 

people tend to maintain one another's face continuously. In everyday 

conversation, we adapt our utterances to different situations. Among friends 

we take liberties or say things that would seem discourteous among strangers. 

In both situations we try to avoid making the hearer embarrassed or 

uncomfortable. Face-threatening acts (FTAs) are acts that infringe on the 

hearers' need to maintain his/her self-esteem, and be respected. Politeness 

strategies are developed for the main purpose of dealing with these FTAs. 

(Brown and Levinson, 1987). 

Brown and Levinson sum up human politeness behaviour in four 

strategies: bald on record, negative politeness, positive politeness, and off-

record-indirect strategy (Brown and Levinson, 1987:92) 

B. Research Method 

This study is a qualitative research involving a descriptive comparative 

design which analyses two kinds of written data of request strategies provided 

by two groups of participants. The first group is 15 English native speakers 

who learn Indonesian as their foreign language, consist of 10 males and 5 

females. The writer took first group of participants from students of IMLAC 

(Indonesian Multi Language Acquisition Center) course and AGAPE 

Indonesian language learning center in Salatiga. Then, the second group is 15 

Indonesian people especially Javanese that took from master degrees’ students 

of UMS (Muhammadiyah university of Surakarta). The second group consists 

of 5 males and 10 females for the age are 23-26 years old.  

The data taken from the two groups comprised of written responses that 

were collected by means of a series of discourse completion tasks (DCTs). 
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The DCT outlines nine written situations are proposed to describe the social 

condition which is happened in daily life. In this study, each situation consists 

of a short description based on their role as a student. Category classification 

of written Discourse Completion Test (DCT) consists of three social statuses 

(higher, equal, and lower) and the familiarity, there are (close, familiar, and 

unfamiliar). In this study, the writer used Miles and Huberman (1994:12) 

theory in technique of analyzing data. Miles and Hubberman explained the 

methods of data analysis called Interactive Model which includes four steps of 

analysis activity in cyclical and interactive process. There are data collection, 

data reduction, data display, and conclusion. 

C. Findings and Discussion 

1. Findings 

The data of request strategies were analyzed using a theory of request 

strategy by Trosborg (1995) based on nine DCT scenarios. 

a. Request Strategies for the close in familiarity (higher, equal, and 

lower) 

In the first DCT, the writer found that NSI used the strategy of 

(ability, willingness, and permission) 7% in his/ her request. Then 20% 

of them used direct request of performative strategy, and the most of 

them used direct request of imperative strategy 67%. Meanwhile, 

combination strategies are 7%. 

In the second DCT, the writer found that mostly NSI used the 

strategy of imperative 73% in his/ her request, then performative 

strategy with the percentage 20% and the last strategy is ability with 

the percentage just 7 %. It is totally different with the result of request 

strategies that used by IFL learners that mostly of them used ability 

strategy. 

In the third DCT was from lower to higher status based on their 

role as a student with close relationship. According to the data, the 

writer found that NSI used three kinds’ strategy to request. There are 
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(ability, willingness, and permission) is 60%, wish strategy is 27%, 

performative strategy is 7%, and combination strategy is 7%. In the 

third DCT, IFL learners and NSI used the ability strategy as the most 

strategy that they used in their request. 

e.g; 

Dek, aku minta tolong dong copy’in buku ini. Soalnya ntar sore mau 

aku kembaliin ke perpus.(DCT 1/NSI/8) 

(Sister/Brother, I ask your help to copy this book please, because 

this afternoon I will return to the library) 

The strategies that was used by the speakers is direct request, it is 

unhedged performative strategy. The speaker chose “I ask ... / aku 

minta .. ” as performative verb. The inclusion of performative verb 

conveying requestive intent, as like ‘ask, request, etc’ that explicitly 

marks the utterance as an order. (Trosborg, 1995:20) 

b. Request strategies for familiar in familiarity (higher, equal, and lower) 

The fourth DCT , the writer found that mostly NSI still used the 

strategy of imperative in his/ her request. The participants used fours’ 

strategies in this situation. There are (ability, willingness, and 

permission), performative, and imperative strategy. The percentage are 

imperative strategy 53%, then the ability strategy 33%, performative 

strategy 7%, and combination strategy 7%. It is different with the IFL 

learners that used ability strategy dominantly which the percentage is 

40%. Then they used imperative strategy with the percentage is 33%. 

Needs strategy is 13% which it could not find in request by NSI. 

The fifth DCT was equal status based on their role as a student 

with familiar relationship. Different with the previous situations, the 

writer found that participants used three kinds’ strategy, and mostly of 

NSI used the strategy of (ability, willingness, and permission) 80% in 

his/ her request, then performative strategy 13%, and 7% for 
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imperative strategy. This result is same with the request that used by 

IFL learners, most of two group participants used ability strategy in 

their requests. 

The writer found that in the sixth situation the participants used 

four kinds’ strategy of request. Mostly of NSI used the strategy of 

(ability, willingness, and permission) 60% in his/ her request. Then, 

the participants used hint strategy 27%, performative strategy 7%, and 

imperative strategy 7%. According to the result, NSI produced much 

different kind of request strategies including hint strategy that didn’t 

find in the request of IFL learners. But for the most of request strategy 

that used by two of group participants was the ability strategy. 

e.g: 

Saya perlu seseorang yang bisa membantu saya mempersiapkan 

absensi dan agenda untuk pertemuan. Siapa bisa membantu saya? 

(DCT 4/IFLL/5) 

(I need someone who can help me prepare the absent and agenda 

for a meeting. Could anyone help me?) 

In this sentence, the speaker used two strategies for the request. 

The first strategy is needs strategy that include in conventionally 

indirect (speaker-based conditions) request. This strategy indicated that 

the speaker focus on speaker-based conditions, rather than intending 

hearer-oriented conditions. The second strategy that was used is ability 

strategy. This strategy is conventionally indirect (hearer-oriented 

conditions) by using “could anyone ... ?” or in Indonesian language 

“siapa bisa ....” that indicated ability strategy.  

c. Request strategies for unfamiliar in familiarity (higher, equal, and 

lower) 

The seventh DCT was from higher to lower status based on their 

role as a student with unfamiliar relationship. Based on the data, the 

writer found that NSI used three kinds’ of request strategy and IFL 
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learners used five kinds’ strategy in their request. The request that used 

by NSI are (ability, willingness, and permission) 20%, obligation 

strategy 20%, and mostly participants used imperative strategy 60% in 

their request.  

The eighth DCT was equal status based on their role as a student, 

but with unfamiliar relationship. In this situation, the writer found that 

mostly NSI used the strategy of (ability, willingness, and permission) 

in his/ her request. Totally, the participants used fives’ strategies in 

their requests. There are hint strategy, (ability, willingness, and 

permission), wish, performative, and imperative strategy. The 

percentage is hint strategy 13%, the ability strategy 60%, wish strategy 

7%, then performative strategy 7%, and imperative strategy 13%.  

The last DCT was from lower to higher status based on their role 

as a student, with unfamiliar relationship. In this situation, the writer 

found that NSI used three kinds’ strategy in their request. There are 

(ability, willingness, and permission), needs, and performative 

strategy. The percentages are the ability strategy 7%, performative 

strategy 80%, and combination strategy 13%. This situation is different 

with the result of IFL learners’ request strategies. IFL learners mostly 

used combination strategy and NSI used performative strategies in 

their request. 

e.g: 

Permisi tuan. Akan anda bersedia untuk membantu saya? Saya 

butuh formulir dari kantor ini untuk berpaling untuk beasisiwa saya. 

(DCT (/IFLL/2) 

(Excuse me Sir, would you like to help me? I need a form from this 

office to my scholarship) 

In this sentence, the speakers used conventionally indirect (hearer-

oriented conditions) that illustrate the hearer as a position of control to 

decide whether or not to comply with the request (by using word 

“would you ... ?” for the first strategy. In the second strategy, the 
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speaker used needs strategy that include in conventionally indirect 

(speaker-based conditions) request. This strategy indicated that the 

speaker focus on speaker-based conditions, rather than intending 

hearer-oriented conditions. In those sentences above, the speakers 

requested by using “I need a form to ...” that indicated the desire/ 

needs strategy. 

Meanwhile, the data of requests were analyzed using a theory of 

politeness by Brown and Levinson (1987) based on nine DCT scenarios 

were used by IFL learners and NSI (Native Speakers of Indonesian). 

Brown and Levinson sum up human politeness behaviour in four 

strategies: bald on record, negative politeness, positive politeness, and off-

record-indirect strategy (Brown and Levinson, 1987:92). 

The using of politeness strategy according to the data of 135 request 

utterances of the first group participants (IFL learners), the writer analyzed 

that more than a half of participants (67%) used combination strategies, 

combination strategy consist of more than one strategy in the answer of 

every situation. In an utterance, the participant used negative politeness 

and bald on record.  Then, 10% of them used bald on record strategies, and 

23% used negative politeness strategies. Meanwhile, based on 135 request 

utterances of the second group participants (NSI), 14% of them used bald 

on record strategies, 1% used positive politeness strategies, 4% used 

negative politeness strategies, and combination strategies 81%. 

 e.g; 

Tolong membantu saya, tanpa bantuan Mu, saya bisa mengisi formulir. 

Terima kasih banyak membantu saya. (DCT 8/IFLL/13) 

(Please help me, without your help, I can fill the form. Thank you so 

much for help me) 

Permisi, mohon bantu isi formulir ini pak, boleh ya? (DCT 8/NSI/6) 

(Excuse me, please help me to fill this form sir, ya?) 

The examples above include in politeness strategy cases of FTA-

oriented bald-on-record-usage. They said “please help me/ tolong bantu 
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saya” that indicated cases of FTA-oriented bald-on-record-usage. This 

nicely illustrates the way in which respect for face involves mutual 

orientation, so that each participant attempts to foresee what the other 

participant is attempting to foresee (Brown and Levinson, 1987:98). 

2. Discussion 

Trosborg (1995: 205) divided speech act of request into four 

categories, there are indirect request, conventionally indirect request 

(hearer- oriented condition), conventionally indirect request (speaker 

based condition), and direct requests. If the writer analyzed the request 

utterances based on those four categories, most of IFL learners chose 

conventionally indirect request (hearer- oriented condition) to their 

requests 54%, and direct request in second position with the percentage is 

26%, conventionally indirect request (speaker based condition) only 2,8%, 

combination strategy 16%, and nobody of them used indirect request.  

It is the opposite condition for NSI, most of NSI chose direct requests 

to their request utterances 51%, and the second position is conventionally 

indirect request (hearer- oriented condition) 37%, then conventionally 

indirect request (speaker based condition) and indirect request have the 

same percentage, 4%. For combination strategies only 4%, different from 

IFL learners that more than 10% of them used combination strategies in 

their request.  

Meanwhile, the use of politeness strategy according to the data of 135 

request utterances of the first group participants (IFL learners), the writer 

found that more than a half of participants (58%) used combination 

strategies, combination strategy consist of more than one strategy in the 

answer of every situation. Some IFL learners used positive politeness 

including “we” in DCT 2, 3, 4 before they requested to the hearer, also 

some of them used negative politeness of “give deference” before they 

requested.  Then, in other utterances, the participant used negative 

politeness and bald on record. 15% of them used bald on record strategies, 

and 27% used negative politeness strategies. Then, based on 135 request 
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utterances of the second group participants (NSI), 25% of them used bald 

on record strategies, 1% used positive politeness strategies, 10% used 

negative politeness strategies, and combination strategies 64%.  

This finding had similarity, but based on NSI’s data, all of them or 

100% participants used combination politeness strategy to request to their 

lecturers as the higher status (DCT 3,6, and 9). Each utterance of requests 

consists of negative politeness strategy. There are give deference by saying 

“Pak/Bpak/Ibu/Bu” and apologize by saying “Maaf Pak/Ibu” in their first 

utterances. But in IFL learners’s data, its not 100% participants used 

apologize and give deference strategy of negative politeness in their first 

utterance in request that in Javanese language indicated ‘sopan santun’. 

The NSI’s particiapants also used give deference strategy of negative 

politeness to the equal status that familiar and unfamiliar by saying 

“Mas/mbak”. But some IFL learners used give deference strategy of 

negative politeness by saying (Mas/Mbak) to the equal, even to the lower 

status in the close, familiar, and unfamiliar.  

D. Conclusion 

The writer finds that NSI used direct requests dominantly. In direct request 

consist of three strategies (Obligation, Performative and Imperative), and NSI 

had a tendency to use imperative strategy in their requests. If IFL learners 

request without notice the familiarity and social status, NSI notice who is their 

hearers. Direct request of Imperative used when the hearers are the younger 

and equal from them. Then, when they requested to the higher status, most of 

them used conventionally indirect request (hearer- oriented condition), 

especially Ability/Willingness/Permission strategy. 

The use of politeness strategy according to the whole data (135 requests) 

in every group participant (IFL learners and NSI), the writer analyzed that 

more than a half of participants used combination strategies, combination 

strategy consist of more than one strategy in the answer of every situation. 

More than a half of data from IFL learners and data from NSI used 

combination strategies. In IFL learners data, most of them used combination 
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strategy that consist of don’t coerce hearer negative politeness “be 

pessimistic” and “give deference”, in communicate speaker’s want to not 

impinge on hearer negative politeness “Apologize”, and also positive 

politeness Include both speaker and hearer in the activity by using an inclusive 

“we” form, as their strategies to hearers. 
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